
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of TA associate. If you are looking
for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for TA associate

Train and develop team if applicable
May support teams with subject matter expertise
Accountable to drive the development of a TA’s MedEd strategic roadmap &
Serve as subject matter expert on selection of most appropriate and
engaging educational formats and channel in alignment with TA priorities,
external customer needs, guidelines, and regulations
Oversee the execution of all MedEd and Ad Board programs, effectively
employing and coordinating all available resources and involved parties
across vendors and multiple internal stakeholder groups
Transform the identified educational or insights gaps into successfully
implemented solutions
Ensure integration of customer insights from medical education programs
and advisory boards are integration into Medical Affairs and Brand Team
discussions to inform strategic and tactical decision making
Implement business improvements by streamlining activities and ensuring
consistency across Global &
Build and maintains relationships with key stakeholders to promote MedEd &
Demonstrates a knowledge of, and ability to implement medical educational
deliverables founded in the principles of adult education and instructional
design

Qualifications for TA associate

Minimum requirements for this position include a High School Diploma or
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Completed coursework in following subjects required (relevant experience
may
A Master's Degree in Accounting or Taxation, or a CPA with a Bachelor's
Degree in Accounting, Finance, Business Administration or equivalent, or
equivalent combination of education and related work experience
Minimum of 6 years' combined experience in accounting, financial reporting,
auditing, or tax analysis (preferably in a non-profit environment) with a
minimum 4 years' experience in a lead or supervisory role
Fundamentals of governmental accounting & reporting
Must possess strong problem solving


